
The Flock of St. Timothy, January 27, 2019, St. Timothy, Burnaby 

Acts 16:1-15; Ps 112; 2 Cor 8:16-19, 23-24; John 10:14-18 

“I know my own and my own know me, just as the Father knows me and I know the Father. And I lay 
down my life for the sheep. [I have other sheep that do not belong to this fold. I must bring them also], 
and they will listen to my voice. So there will be one flock, one shepherd.” 
 
Prayer 
 
I was not a part of choosing the name “St. Timothy.” I was not there for the discussions and I don’t know 
the alternatives that were considered. I can’t comment on the suitability of the name or the choice of 
the saint. But what I can comment a little bit about is what we know about St. Timothy. And the simple 
answer is: not a lot. We heard from our first reading in the Acts of the Apostles that he was young and 
that his mother was Jewish but his father Greek. We also know that he was brought up following the 
Greek traditions because Paul had him circumcised as a young man—probably to satisfy his largely 
Jewish audience.  
 
We also know that Timothy was an important part of the ministry of Paul. The day after we celebrate 
the conversion of St. Paul, we celebrate the feast of Timothy and Titus, Paul’s companions.  
 
Paul wrote a number of letters to the churches that were co-signed by Timothy. We can take some 
educated guesses at where they might have traveled together based on the information in the Acts of 
the Apostles and in the other epistles. But we can’t know for sure. 
 
We can be quite confident that Timothy, like Paul, really did exist. 
 
But we can’t be certain of a whole lot more when it comes to Timothy.  
 
What we do have, though, are two letters that are written from Paul to Timothy, encouraging him in his 
mission and his building up of the church. 
 
But there are some strange things about that. 
 
Many biblical scholars question whether or not the letters to Timothy and Titus are really from Paul. 
I don’t mean to be shocking or scandalous—especially not just for the sake of being scandalous. The 
letters all appear to be written by Paul—they claim to be written by Paul, and they include corroborating 
information in them that increases their legitimacy—details of a more personal nature that are lost on 
the rest of us outside their circle; lines such as “when you come to see me, please bring the cloak that I 
left, and the books, and most of all the parchments.” 
 
I don’t make a habit of opening other people’s mail. I try not to read letters written to other people—
but there are times when it can be very useful to read other peoples’ mail! There are times that we read 
the epistles where we might feel as though we are reading information that was not meant for us to 
read at all—that we are spying or intercepting someone’s personal communication. 
 
But that is not necessarily the case.  
 



It’s entirely likely that Paul did not write the letters to Timothy and Titus, even though he is mentioned 
as the author. 
 
Now, how and why would such a thing happen? And if that’s true, what are these fake letters doing in 
our bible? Some of us, if we really know our bible verses well, will know 2 Timothy 3:16 by heart: “All 
scripture is inspired by God and is useful for teaching, for reproof, for correction, and for training in 
righteousness.” The scripture is the word of God! God breathed the scripture! 
 
Well, even if God did breathe the scripture—or inspire the scripture (depending on which translation 
you use), there were still human agents involved in putting the pen to paper—or quill to papyrus as it 
may have been. Human beings were involved and human beings have human tendencies. There is no 
reason to think that Paul wouldn’t have written to Timothy, his dear friend, and his son in the faith as he 
calls him. But what is strange is that Paul would need to write things to Timothy—his longtime traveling 
companion, his fellow church-builder and co-author of many of his letters to other churches—that were 
so basic. This is not my idea—I’m not the first person to recognize this—but if you don’t believe me, I 
encourage you to look it up for yourselves. In the letters to Timothy and Titus, Paul is not laying out the 
upper-level, graduate course material on church-building and Christianity. It is church basics 101. This 
leads most biblical scholars to two conclusions: 1: this was not a letter that was actually written by Paul 
to his long-term protégé at all (at least not at the late-stage in his ministry that it purports to be written 
in), and 2: this was not intended to be a private letter between Paul (or “the author”) and Timothy at all, 
but rather, a circular letter containing important truths and information useful for all of the churches—
including, of course, us today. If we really want to be generous, we can include a third option (which I 
think is really quite unlikely)—that Paul really was like a parent to his child and as he was preparing to 
die (be executed), the most important things he wanted to impart to his child were not advanced 
doctrinal truths about their shared faith, but rather, the simple and repeated lessons that Timothy 
would have heard over and over already. If I were to drop dead right now, my daughter would be 
excused for thinking that the most important lessons I had to teach her were to sit properly in her chair 
and to eat over her plate. Those are the things that I repeat the most—though I hate to think that they 
would be my parting wisdom if I knew I was dying. 
 
So then where does this leave us? Is it possible that someone else could have written the letters to 
Timothy and Titus and signed Paul’s name and sent them to people other than Timothy and Titus and 
have these letters still belong in the bible? And still be inspired by God? 
 
Yes, I think that is entirely possible.  
 
It wasn’t at all unusual for scribes to write letters on behalf of someone else. You can probably think of 
an occasion where Paul’s letter says “see what big letters I make as I write with my own hand,” (Gal 
6.11). This probably indicates that the rest of that letter wasn’t written in his own hand. But even 
beyond that, attributing a work to someone else was not considered plagiarism, as it would be today, 
but rather helpful and complementary—one would be contributing to a pre-existing school of thought. 
And that makes sense of why the letters would be both intended to be widely read and contain basic 
information: these were important foundational documents for church leaders at a time before church 
planting seminars and textbooks. “Paul’s” “letters to Timothy and Titus” would have been invaluable to 
leaders of new churches, regardless of what their names were and where their communities were. For 
that reason, these texts most certainly fit in with the rest of scripture and are an integral part of our 
Christian tradition.  
 



So how does a church which calls itself “St. Timothy” understand its role in the world today? What does 
it mean for us to be “equipped for every good work” as our bulletin/letterhead says? How do we go 
about being “equipped” and what are the “good works” that we are equipped for? 
 
I can’t give you the answers to those questions. I can’t because there is room for interpretation of those 
verses, but also because becoming “equipped” and deciding which “good works” get our attention are 
not things that I can dictate for you. I could take some educated guesses. 
 
What I think would be more helpful, however, is if I were to consider the words of our gospel reading 
this morning. Jesus said “I am the good shepherd. I know my own and my own know me, just as the 
Father knows me and I know the Father. [And I lay down my life for the sheep. I have other sheep that 
do not belong to this fold. I must bring them also,] [My sheep] [and they will] listen to my voice. So there 
will be one flock, one shepherd.” 
 
I expect that around this room, there are many different understandings of how one might be best 
equipped for every good work. And that is a noble task—but we will achieve that goal far better if we 
work toward it as a team. And the way we will do that is if we listen to each other and listen to God. If 
we spend time in God’s word, in God’s house, and with God’s people, getting to know all of them—then 
we might better get to know Jesus when we “hear his voice.” We might better get to know Jesus just as 
the father knows Jesus and Jesus knows the father. This is not an easy task, but it is an important task—
a foundational task for people who are building up God’s kingdom on earth, and trying to follow in the 
instructions of their teacher and role model—St. Timothy learned from St. Paul. To really be prepared , 
to be equipped for every good work, and to better understand the breadth of those good works, we 
must listen for Jesus’ voice—and listen to each other, that we might grow, together, as the community 
of St. Timothy. 
 
“I know my own and my own know me, just as the Father knows me and I know the Father. And I lay 
down my life for the sheep. [I have other sheep that do not belong to this fold. I must bring them also], 
and they will listen to my voice. So there will be one flock, one shepherd.” 
 


